VPIMS Enhancement Request Submission Process Change

VPIMS Enhancement Request Submission Review Process

VPIMS users frequently have suggestions to improve our VPIMS software application suite but have not had an officially publicized mechanism to communicate their ideas.

Since perioperative management needs user input to help make VPIMS even better, we have set up an email address to make it easier. You will receive enhancement request emails from users through this email address: VPIMSEnhancements@Vanderbilt.edu

Users have been asked to include the following information in their enhancement requests:

- What is your role and which operative location do you most commonly work in?
- Which VPIMS application would you like to see improved?
- What section of the application would you like to see changed (for example, “the PACU Phases of Care”)?
- What would you like improved in the application?
- Why would you like the change made? (This could range from a better workflow, to compliance, communication, patient safety, revenue/cost savings, etc.)

Please take the time to review any submissions that you receive. A list of submissions will be created and reviewed by the Perioperative Informatics Operations Committee. A formal workflow to process these enhancement requests will be announced in the future.